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The Elden Ring is a fantasy action RPG by Cygames. It is the first game to utilize the real-time collaborative gameplay capabilities of CYBO and CYBRON. CYBO is a hybrid action/RPG game designed to combine the best
elements of retro-style RPGs with the collaborative gameplay that has become more and more common in online games. It is based on the CYBRON engine, which is a multi-player online game engine used by games such as

CYBRON, CYWIN, and AIOS. The CYBRON engine allows us to seamlessly integrate the two-dimensional action RPG and real-time online features for players to enjoy while collaborating on the game. The Elden Ring is an action
RPG where you explore the Land Between and solve a vast array of mysteries. You can save a princess and free an imprisoned hero from a mysterious dungeon. You can wield a sword and fight against monsters or take on the
role of a heroine who travels with a white dragon. Because of the diverse contents, you can enjoy a massive game world and a variety of interesting stories that do not let up. 7.2 EXCITEMENT FACTOR ■ Opening - Actions To

attack, use special skills, and perform other tasks, you can move your character, switch weapons, and even form party members into your own formation and lead them into battle. As you equip weapons and armor, your power
will increase, and you will become invincible during combat. - Forms You can freely change the formation of your party members and form your own party. By splitting the party and freely combining individuals, you can

experience the rich story content according to your play style. - Developer Feedback A whole new action RPG experience awaits you. * Source: * CYBRON is a registered trademark of CyberFront Co., Ltd. 7.3 UNIQUE CONTENT
■ ‘Calcium’ (編成敵) A Calcium monster that hinders adventurers from invading the dungeon, and possibly causing them to end up as a food source for the Calcium. Even if its HP is high, the Calcium rarely attacks on its own.

Calcium forms in the dungeon that the adventurers are invading, but it will immediately disappear when the danger is passed, and you will be allowed to continue to explore. ■ ‘Servant’

Elden Ring Features Key:
Rise, conquer and come to your destiny.

Full customization of your character, from appearance to weaponry and magic.
Experience an epic drama of parallel stories told in fragments and come to your own conclusion.

Engage in an exhilarating asynchronous online gameplay where players can come together to travel through the Lands Between.
Easy to play, easy to enjoy.

Additional content available at no additional cost.

This game will be released for iOS, Android, Nintendo Switch, PlayStation Vita, with Xbox One, and Windows 10 anticipated.
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